
I DARE YOU 
TO KEEP THIS FLYER FOR 1 YEAR 

 
Bitcoin price on the date of 15 April of each last 11 years: 
$0.07 $1 $5 $200 $520 $220 $430 $180 $8,357 $5,033 $6,727 $63,223 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

 
Please take a guess and write the amount in above that you think Bitcoin will worth on 15 April 2022. Any 
guess is allowed, even zero. Then have a look at this flyer again in a year to see how close your guess was 
to the actual price on the day. 
 
If you truly are interested to learn about technology behind Bitcoin, you will have to take responsibility for 
your own education. 
 
DO NOT respond to advertisements about Bitcoin on FB/TG/Twitter or spam emails or internet popup 
adverts. There is high likehood that those are just scams. 
DO NOT trust mainstream media, governments and the banks to tell you the truth about Bitcoin. They 
have their own agenda and don't have your best interests at heart. 
DO your own research. Go onto these trusted sources and read and learn more: 
Bitcoin.org Bitcoiner.guide Hope.com 
Bitcoin.page Lightning.how Bitcoin.directory 
 
If someone in your family or circle of friends know a lot about Bitcoin it might be wise to talk to them 
because they will likely give your their honest advice without expecting anything in return. 
BE VERY CAREFUL of people that try to convince you that some other "crypto" is better than Bitcoin. There 
is a lot of want to be coins but there is only one true Bitcoin, BTC. 
NEVER put any money into Bitcoin that you can't afford to. Buy weekly, small amounts or how much you 
can afford. 
 
Here is a mini-guide to become a real sovereign bitcoiner: 
 
1. Read, learn a lot about Bitcoin, what really is, how to use it, how to protect it. There's so much FREE 
information out there, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PAY FOR IT. 
2. Start using many different wallets 
3. Start buying some small amounts, get used how to manage your addresses and funds 
4. Start using 2-3-4 exchanges, having alternatives in place. Withdraw your BTC into your own wallets. DO 
NOT LET OTHER TO CUSTODY YOUR WEALTH. 
5. NEVER SELL BACK FOR FIAT. Use BTC as money, start the Bitcoin circular economy 
6. Start your own node, be your own bank 
7. Start accepting BTC for your products/services 
8. Start the Bitcoin circular economy, start paying your employees/providers in BTC 
9. Close the bank accounts, fuck the banks 
10. BE SOVEREIGN, teach others in your local community. Only like that we can change this shity world 
 
Let's talk again after 1 year. 


